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INTRODUCTION

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the number one cause of chronic 
liver disease in the Western world, with more than one third of the population 
affected [1]. Although usually benign, fatty liver may result in serious injury with 
inflammation and hepatocellular death, dubbed non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 
(NASH), which may progress to fibrosis and cirrhosis and lead to hepatocellular 
carcinoma [2]. Currently, there is no approved therapy for NASH. 
Academic research and drug discovery dedicated to NASH treatment have a 
need for models that represent human pathology and especially the severe 
NASH pathology. Recently, several rodent models of NAFLD have been 
characterized using a systematic transcriptomic analysis [3, 4]. These studies 
revealed that in most of these models little overlap was observed with the 
signature of advanced NASH patients. 
The aim of our study is to compare the hepatic gene expression signature 
identified in moderate-to-severe NASH patients (NAS≥5 & fibrosis ≥1) with that 
of three rodent NASH models that were previously used to validate the efficacy 
of elafibranor, a first in class dual peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor 
(PPAR) α/δ agonist in phase 3 in NASH patients. For comparison, three 
NAFL-like rodent models were also used in this study to put the signature of the 
advanced disease in perspective. 

AIM

This study aimed to identify a transcriptomic signature of NASH patients with 
moderate-to-severe disease.
The second aim was to compare the transcriptomic profiles in the liver of the 
different rodent NAFL or NASH models with that identified in human patients 
with moderate-to-severe NASH disease.
Finally, we aimed to identify a rodent model that has the most representative transcriptomic 
signature as compared to that of moderate-to-severe NASH liver phenotype in man.

Transcriptomic signature of pathological liver tissue, as compared to healthy 
liver tissue, was established in human samples, for 3 different NAFL models and 
for 3 different NASH models. 
  Human Affymetrix® dataset:
    NASH vs control [5] : GSE48452

  Rodent Affymetrix® datasets:
    foz/foz mice: foz/foz mice on HFD vs chow diet for 30 weeks, [6]: no public GSE
    CDAA/chol rats: Wistar rat on CDAA/chol diet vs CSAA diet for 11 weeks [7]: no public GSE
    CDAA/chol mice: C57Bl/6J mice on CDAA/chol diet vs CSAA diet for 12 weeks: no public GSE
    CDAA rat: Wistar rat on CDAA diet vs CSAA diet for 2 weeks: no public GSE
    MCD/HFD: C57Bl/6 mice on MCD/HFD diet vs control diet for 8 weeks [8]: GSE35961
    WTD: C57Bl/6N mice on western diet vs control diet for 12 weeks [9]: GSE52748

Human samples (GSE48452 dataset) [5]
Datasets of patients with (i) 1 ≤ NAS ≤ 4 as described by Kleiner et al.  [10] and (ii) patients with NAS ≥ 5 
and no histological fibrosis were not considered for this analysis. NASH patients with NAS ≥ 5 that was 
associated with a concomitant fibrosis  (F3 ≥ fibrosis score ≥ F1), as defined by NASH CRN were considered 
to have a moderate-to-severe pathology and were included in our analysis.
Genesets from patients with NAS ≥ 5 that was associated with a concomitant fibrosis  (F3 ≥ fibrosis score ≥ 
F1) were compared with the genesets from healthy controls (NAS=0 and Fibrosis score = 0) to identify a 
transcriptomic signature of NASH patients with moderate-to-severe disease. 
Differential gene expression analysis
The differential analysis of each selected dataset was performed using R program and the Limma package. 
Each probeset was annotated using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) database from Qiagen to avoid 
annotation discordance between species. 
Pathway analysis in human and rodent datasets
The search for main biological pathways from gene lists of differentially modulated genes was performed 
using Metascape website (http://www.metascape.org) that implements a CAME analysis workflow: 
ID Conversion: Conversion of gene identifiers from popular types into human Entrez gene IDs and vice versa.
Annotation: Extraction from function-relevant gene annotations, including protein families, 
transmembrane/secreted predictions, disease associations, compound associations, etc.
Membership: Flag gene memberships based on a custom keyword search within selected ontologies
Enrichment: Identify enriched biological themes, particularly GO terms, KEGG, BioCarta, as well as other 
pathways and data sets collected in MSigDB, etc. In addition, enriched ontology terms are automatically 
clustered to reduce redundancy for easier interpretation.
Mapping analysis
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) was performed to determine whether an a priori defined set of genes 
shows statistically significant concordance with a reference human NASH dataset [11]. 
Rat and mouse genesets were defined  by a stringent absolute fold-change threshold of 1.5 and a p-value 
threshold of 0.05. Genes were ordered by statistically significant fold change and for each model a selection 
of 200 genes was retained as a probeset for this study. 

Transcriptomic analysis  in this study has identified three major gene clusters in livers of patients with 
moderate-to-severe NASH. These clusters represent genes that are involved in:

  Epithelial to mesenchymal transition and extracellular matrix remodeling (cluster 1)
  Several aspects of the immune response and immune system activation (cluster 2)
  Selected anabolic and catabolic reactions (cluster 3) 

A significant overlap of the hepatic gene expression signature was observed between the human 
moderate-to-severe NASH dataset described in this study and the datasets from the three rodent models 
characterized by NASH histology:

  Wistar rats fed a CDAA/Chol diet for 11 weeks
  foz/foz mice fed a HFD for 30 weeks 
  C57BL/6J mice fed a CDAA/Chol diet for 12 weeks 

The overlap between the transcriptomic signature of the human NASH and the rodent models that develop more 
NAFL-like liver histology was less significant.

Elafibranor treatment prevented NASH pathology in the CDAA/chol and foz/foz/HFD models as evaluated by 
histology and had a profound effect on human NASH-associated gene expression in these models. The 
expression of the genes that are associated with such physiological pathways as EMT, ECM remodeling, immune 
system function and response to infection were most affected. 

We speculate that a similar set of genes is regulated by elafibranor in human NASH patients, which is consistent 
with the efficacy  of elafibranor on ballooning and inflammation (NASH resolution) in the Ph2b GOLDEN505 study. 
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Figure 6: Within the set of the most differentially expressed genes that are associated with a moderate-to-severe 
NASH signature in man and are present in NASH models (cluster 1 and 2), the majority is attenuated in the livers of 
NASH rodent models treated with elafibranor (ELA). These genes are mainly associated with EMT, ECM remodeling, 
immune system function, wound healing and response to infection. 

A. Heatmap of transcriptional signatures in Wistar rats fed the CSAA or CDAA/chol diet with or without elafibranor. 
Only genes that belong to human moderate-to-severe NASH hyperpathways (Fig 4) are shown. 
B. Heatmap of transcriptional signatures in foz/foz mice on chow diet or high fat diet with or without elafibranor. 
Only genes that belong to human moderate-to-severe NASH hyperpathways (Fig 4) are shown. 
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ELAFIBRANOR REDUCES NASH AND FIBROSIS 
IN BOTH CDAA/CHOL TREATED RATS

AND IN HFD-FED FOZ/FOZ MICE

Figure 5: Elafibranor (ELA) administration prevented NASH development in Wistar rats fed with CDAA/chol diet and 
in foz/foz mice on a high fat diet, as established by histological readouts. 
Wistar rats were fed a control diet (CSAA), a CDAA/chol diet  or a CDAA/chol diet supplemented with elafibranor for 11 
weeks [7]. Foz/foz mice were fed high fat diet (HFD) for 12 weeks and then randomized into 2 matched groups [6]. One 
group had free access to the HFD for 18 weeks and the other group had free access to a elafibranor-containing HFD for 
the same period of time.

A. CDAA/chol rats: NAS score repartition, NASH diagnosis score [10] and morphometrical quantification of Sirius 
Red-stained area, relative to the liver section area
B. Foz/foz mice: NAS score repartition, NASH diagnosis score [10] and morphometrical quantification of Sirius 
Red-stained area, relative to the liver section area

Data are mean ± SEM. # p<0.05, ## p<0.01, ### p<0.001 using Students’ t test.

Figure 2: In addition to fibrosis, all features of NASH histology (steatosis, inflammation and ballooning) are abundant 
in the rodent models that are considered as NASH models in this study (CDAA/chol rat, CDAA/chol mouse and foz/foz 
on HFD). In contrary, only steatosis and minor inflammation are present in CDAA rat, MCD/HFD mouse and WTD 
mouse that were used as NAFL (fatty liver) models. 
Transcriptomic data were either produced in this study or retrieved from public GSE data sets (MCD/HFD and WTD 
mice). The majority of differentially expressed genes in all 6 sets were upregulated. 

A. H&E staining (upper row) and Picrosirius Red staining (lower row) in 4 models that were used in this study. No 
histology data for the MCD/HFD and WTD mice are represented here but were described in literature  [8, 9]. 
B. Volcanoplot representation of differentially expressed genes in 6 rodent models that were analyzed in this study
C. For each model, all differentially expressed genes were annotated by the IPA tool and a list of 200 most differentially 
expressed genes was then ranked by the fold change (|FC|>1.5 and p-value ≤ 0.05). Within this list of 200, all the 
positively regulated genes (the majority of the list) were used for the GSEA analysis with the human data set (see next 
figure). 

acronym Number of 
upregulated genes Genset REF

CDAA/Chol rat 179 this study

CDAA/Chol mouse 200 this study

foz/foz mouse 153 this study

CDAA rat 186 this study

MCD/HFD mouse 150 GSE35961

WTD 159 GSE52748
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Figure 1: Datasets of patients with (i) 1 ≤ NAS ≤ 4 and (ii) patients with NAS ≥ 5 and no histological fibrosis were 
excluded from the analysis. NASH patients with NAS ≥ 5 with a concomitant fibrosis  (F3 ≥ fibrosis score ≥ F1) were 
considered to have a moderate-to-severe disease and were included in our analysis.
Metascape script was used to identify biological pathways that are associated with genes that were either up- or 
down-regulated in livers of NASH patients. 
Three major clusters of functional pathways identified in NASH patients with moderate-to-severe disease are associated 
with epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition or extracellular matrix remodeling; adaptive immune response, wound healing, 
response to infection and metabolic processes.  

A. Hierarchical clustering before and after thresholding: filtering with histological thresholds of NAS and fibrosis scores, 
led to two well separated clusters (NASH vs Control). 
B. Volcanoplot representation of transcriptomic analysis of liver tissues from moderate-to-severe NASH patients and 
controls. 
C. Network of biological pathways identified by pathways analysis in liver of moderate-to severe NASH patients
D. A list of 20 functional hyperpathways identified by metascape approach in the human moderate-to severe NASH dataset. 
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model Enrichment
Score FDR

CDAA/Chol mouse (NASH model) 0.52 0
CDAA/Chol rat (NASH model) 0.52 0
foz/fozmouse (NASH model) 0.46 0
CDAArat (2w) (NAFL model) 0.41 0
MCD/HFD mouse (NAFL model) 0.29 0
WTD mouse (NAFL model) 0.30 0
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CDAA rat [ES 0.41] WTD mouse [ES 0.30] MCD/HFD mouse [ES 0.29]

Figure 3: Gene Set Enrichment Analysis [11] was performed to determine whether any of the rodent model datasets 
has a statistically significant concordance with the moderate-to-severe NASH dataset in man. Among the 6 rodent 
models tested, three models with NASH-like histology (rat or mouse on long-term CDAA/Chol  diet and foz/foz mice on 
HFD) were most concordant. 

A. Enrichment scores and False Discovery Rate (FDR) obtained for all data sets. 
B. Graphical representation of GSEA scores between the human moderate-to-severe NASH dataset and the 
corresponding pathology datasets in rodent mods (face to face).

CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE PATHWAYS
IN SIGNATURES OF HUMAN NASH

AND RODENT NASH MODELS

Figure 4: Concordance between the enriched functional terms (hyperpathways) across input gene lists for human 
NASH data set and the three NASH models datasets after IPA annotation. For each model the metascape script was 
used to perform functional terms annotation and clustering by ontology. Gene lists that were used for this analysis are 
explained in the Figure 2C. 

Within the clusters 1 and 2, as described in the figure 1D, the biological pathways overlap with very few exceptions 
between the human NASH dataset and the three NASH models that were used in our study. In contrary, very little or no 
overlap was observed between the pathways that were not well clustered in the human NASH dataset or those that 
belong to the cluster 3, respectively. 

# Cluster 1 CDAA/chol rat CDAA/chol mouse Foz/foz

5 HALLMARK EPITHELIAL MESENCHYMAL TRANSITION YES YES YES 

8 extracellular matrix organization YES YES YES 

9 PID INTEGRIN1 PATHWAY YES YES YES 

# Cluster 2 CDAA/chol rat CDAA/chol mouse Foz/foz

1 leukocyte activation YES YES YES 

4 leukocyte migration YES YES YES 
6 wound healing YES YES YES 
7 chemotaxis YES YES YES 

10 positive regulation of B cell activation NO NO NO

12 adaptive immune response YES YES YES 

14 response to lipopolysaccharide YES YES NO

15 Staphylococcus aureus infection YES YES YES 
16 inflammatory response YES YES YES 
18 immunological synapse formation

# Cluster 3 CDAA/chol rat CDAA/chol mouse Foz/foz

11 cellular amino acid catabolic process NO NO NO

20 small molecule biosynthetic process NO NO NO

# Not well clustered CDAA/chol rat CDAA/chol mouse Foz/foz

2 HALLMARK KRAS SIGNALING UP YES NO YES 
3 HALLMARK ALLOGRAFT REJECTION NO YES YES 

13 HALLMARK TNFA SIGNALING VIA NFKB NO NO NO

17 response to organonitrogen compound YES NO NO

19 HALLMARK IL2 STAT5 SIGNALING NO NO YES 
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# Cluster 1 LogP
5 HALLMARK EPITHELIAL MESENCHYMAL TRANSITION -11,23
8 extracellular matrix organization -8,52
9 PID INTEGRIN1 PATHWAY -7,70

# Cluster 2 LogP
1 leukocyte activation -15,66
4 leukocyte migration -11,81
6 wound healing -9,66
7 chemotaxis -9,11

10 positive regulation of B cell activation -7,67
12 adaptive immune response -7,46
14 response to lipopolysaccharide -7,15
15 Staphylococcus aureus infection -6,97
16 inflammatory response -6,84
18 immunologicalsynapse formation -6,80

# Cluster 3 LogP
11 cellular amino acid catabolic process -7,51
20 smallmolecule biosynthetic process -6,33

# Not well clustered LogP
2 HALLMARK KRAS SIGNALING UP -12,67
3 HALLMARK ALLOGRAFT REJECTION -11,95

13 HALLMARK TNFA SIGNALING VIA NFKB -7,31
17 response to organonitrogen compound -6,80
19 HALLMARK IL2 STAT5 SIGNALING -6,72
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